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N2 can be stepwise converted in silico into one molecule NH3

and a secondary amide with a bond activator molecule
consisting only of light main group elements. The proposed N2-
activating pincer-related compound carries a silyl ion (Si(+))
center as well as three Lewis acidic (� BF2) and three Lewis basic
(� PMe2) sites, providing an efficient binding pocket for gaseous
N2 within the framework of intramolecular frustrated Lewis pairs
(FLP). In addition, it exhibits supportive secondary P� B and F···B
contacts, which stabilize the structure. In the PSi(+)� N� N� BP
environment the N�N triple bond is extended from 1.09 Å to
remarkable 1.43 Å, resembling a N� N single bond. The strongly
activated N� N-fragment is prone to subsequent hydride
addition and protonation steps, resulting in the energy efficient

transfer of two hydrogen equivalents. The next hydride added
causes the release of one molecule NH3, but leaves the ligand
system as poisoned R3Si

(+)� NH2� PMe2 or R3Si
(+)� NH3 dead-end

states behind. The study indicates that approximately tetrahe-
dral constrained SiBP2-pockets are capable to activate N2,
whereas the acid-rich SiB3- and SiB2P-pocktes, as well as the
base-rich SiP3-pockets fail, hinting towards the high relevance
of the acid-base proportion and relative orientation. The
electronic structure of the N2-activated state is compared to the
corresponding state of a recently published peri-substituted
bond activator molecule featuring a PSi(+)� N� N� Si(+)P site (S.
Mebs, J. Beckmann, Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2022,
24, 20953–20967).

Introduction

Small molecule activation is a key aspect in all areas of
(bio)chemical sciences as it plays an equally central role in
biological evolution and industrial catalysis, particularly regard-
ing the geopolitical and ecologic relevance of generation and
storage of renewable energy by water oxidation and CO2

reduction to produce “green hydrogen” and other valuable
products.[1,2] Nitrogen fixation, activation, splitting, and ulti-
mately conversion into two ammonia molecules is at the heart
of this science as it delivers all bio-accessible nitrogen on the
planet, on the one hand biosynthetically by nitrogenases and
on the other technically by the Haber-Bosch process, the latter
consuming 1–2% of the global industrial energy and causing 2–
3% of the global industrial CO2-production.

[3–5] Heterogeneous
N2 to 2NH3 conversion was since decades studied experimen-
tally and computationally for a plethora of cluster and network
structures[6–18] and finally realized also in homogeneous catal-
ysis, employing small transition-metal containing compounds,
although in low efficiencies so far.[19–25] Attempts to replace the
transition metals resulted in the first boron-based bimolecular
catalysts within the framework of frustrated Lewis pairs (FLP) or

by exploiting the ambiphilic nature of the boron atom having
empty and filled orbitals under certain conditions (being in the
B(I) instead of the common B(III) state, Scheme 1).[26–37] A recent
computational study employed 2,3’-bipyridine to mediate intra-
molecular tetraboration of dinitrogen.[36] In a conceptual density
functional theory (DFT) study on a peri-substituted bond
activator molecule, we could recently show that N2-splitting
could potentially also be conducted intra-molecularly by
tripodal light atom molecules containing only earth abundant
C, H, P, and Si atoms.[38] Simpler molecular systems combining a
silyl cation with a phosphine group are capable to activate the
C� F bond.[27] Unfortunately, the previous tripod-systems are
only capable to accomplish two of the four crucial steps on the
way from gaseous N2 to 2NH3: 1. Fixation and activation of N2,
2. Splitting of the N�N triple bond, 3. Release of one molecule
NH3, 4. Release of the second molecule NH3.

[38] Since these peri-
substituted compounds contain two silyl cations in which N2 is
stiffly bound within a PSi(+)� N� N� Si(+)P pocket, the pre-final
R3Si� NH3 states, in which both NH3 are bound to Si(+), have to
be considered as poisoned dead-end states. Attempts to
replace the strongly electrophilic silyl cations by less strong
boron atoms (e.g. as � BF2 groups) failed for this compound
class. In addition, the structure contains bulky acenaphthyl
backbone fragments, as well as bulky � SiPh2 and � PPh2 side
groups, potentially hampering gaseous N2 to access the binding
pocket (“active site”). Two modifications are thus implemented
in our new molecular design to address these issues, which,
however, still should follow the basic approach to be principally
accessible by means of synthetic chemistry. Instead of the bulky
backbones and side groups, we use here a smaller pincer-
related ligand system (Scheme 1) and the � Si(+)Ph2 group is
replaced by � BF2 groups. Replacing � PPh2 by � PMe2 is not
realistic in the laboratory, since organic dimethyl-phosphines
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are often pyrophoric and toxic gases, but was done here in-
silico to significantly reduce computational efforts. For the same
reason, the study was conducted using a smaller basis-set size
than previously,[38] vide infra. Since the energetic trends were
identical for both levels of theory in our first study and the
methyl groups are located at the outer areas of the pincer-

related molecules, likely neither affecting N2 uptake nor
subsequent chemical transformations, both simplifications
seem justified. Another simplification relates to the reaction
scheme. It is not feasible in a hand-designed computational
study to consider all potential attack sites for protons (including
N or P atoms) and hydride ions (including N or B atoms) in each

Scheme 1. Activation of N2 by intermolecular frustrated Lewis pairs, hypovalent borylene compounds, diboranes, and intramolecular frustrated Lewis pairs
using peri-substituted or pincer-related bond activator systems.
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reaction step in such complex ligand systems, but we never-
theless attempted to thoroughly trace back all likely candidates
and routes in our study. In the course of finding the most
probable route, we focused on two aspects: 1. Although adding
multiple H(+) or H(� ) ions successively or simultaneously is not
fully excluded, we expected (and found) an iterative
H(� )� H(+)� H(� )� H(+)··· route to be the most promising reaction
scheme, being somewhat reminiscent to transfer of hydrogen
equivalents via proton-coupled electron transfers (PCETs) in
nature, starting with adding hydride as initial reduction step; 2.
Once a clearly preferred binding site for H(+) or H(� ) ions was
observed, e.g. at N(2), we focused on the further stepwise
reduction/protonation of that site and excluded other potential
side-path. It can thus not be fully excluded that a potentially
relevant side-branch of the reaction scheme was missed. All-in-
all, 44 structures have been optimized for that scheme,
supplemented by calculations of structural variants and a
potential energy scan of the N2-adduct. In our first N2-related
DFT study we focused on N2 uptake and activation with the
goal to finally break the N�N triple bond and on describing in
detail the different structural motifs / electronic states using a
variety of qualitative and quantitative real-space bonding
indicators (RSBIs), including Atoms-In-Molecules (AIM[39–41]) bond
topology, non-covalent interactions index (NCI[42]) contact-
patterns, and electron localizability indicator (ELI-D[43])
representations.[38] In the current study we use the RSBIs to
compare the N2-activated state of the peri-substituted and
pincer-related bond activator molecules.

Methods Section

Structural optimizations were conducted at the curta super-
computer system of the Freie Universität Berlin for 49 models
applying density functional theory (DFT) at the b3pw91-D3/6-
31+G*[44,45] level of theory using Gaussian16, [46] two of which
failed to converge, see below and in the Supporting Informa-
tion. London dispersion was modelled using Grimme’s GD3BJ
parameters (b3pw91-D3)[47] and the dichloromethane environ-
ment was mimicked by the COSMO solvation model.[48]

Subsequent normal mode (or frequency) analysis proved all but
two of the optimized structures to be local minima; models 1b
or 6g have negative frequencies at � 26 or � 34 cm� 1, which
represent negligible phononic bands. Attempts to re-optimize
those two structures in order to find lower energy states failed.
ΔG values were extracted and used to set up a potential
reaction scheme for partial N2-to-NH3-conversion. The ΔG value
of the crucial N2-adduct formation step was corrected twofold:
First, the conversion from 1 atm standard state (ΔG°atm) to the
1 M standard state (ΔG°M) was done using ΔG°M=ΔG°atm+R1T
ln(R2T

Δn) with R1=8.31447 JK� 1mol� 1, R2=

0.08206 LatmK� 1mol� 1, T= temperature in K, and n=change in
number of moles,[49] causing a free enthalpy expense of
7.9 kJmol� 1. Second, the basis-set superposition error (BSSE)
was estimated by counterpoise correction for the most relevant
states. A potential energy scan (PES) was conducted for the N2-
adduct for a series of fixed N� N distances between 1.10 and

1.55 Å in 0.05 Å steps in order to disclose a potential transition
state geometry. Moreover, the electronic structure of the
lowest-energy N2-adduct was analyzed. The wavefunction (wfn)
file was used for a topological analysis of the electron density
according to the Atoms-In-Molecules (AIM[39–41]) space-partition-
ing scheme using AIM2000; [50] DGRID-5-1[51] was used to
generate and analyze the Electron-Localizability-Indicator (ELI-
D[43]) related real-space bonding descriptors applying a grid
step size of 0.05 a.u. using the formatted checkpoint file (fchk).
For ELI� D figures, additional grids of 0.12 a.u. step size were
computed. NCI[42] grids were generated with NCIplot[52] for a
grid step-size of 0.12 a.u. Structures are displayed with
ChemCraft,[53] bond paths are displayed with AIM2000, NCI
figures are displayed with VMD, [54] and ELI� D figures are
displayed with MolIso.[55] AIM topology transcends the Lewis
picture of chemical bonding as it also includes secondary intra-
molecular interactions. In addition, it provides atomic and
fragmental charges and volumes. NCI discloses (extended)
contact patches of non-covalent interactions. ELI� D, nicely
complementing NCI,[56] discloses shapes and sizes of localized
electron pair basins, e.g. core, bonding, or lone-pair, and the
electron populations of those basins.

Results and Discussion

Due to the complexity of the investigated structures, we use a
specific nomenclature which should ease reading. According to
this labeling scheme, the neutral starting state (or the R3SiH
ligand system, R=2-dimethylphosphino-6-difluoroborano-
phenyl) is given the number 0, the single positive charged silyl
ion “active state” after hydride abstraction is denoted as 1, all
following states directly refer to the number of atoms added to
the compound, e.g. 2 refers to the N2-adduct (two extra atoms),
3 to the N2+H(� )-state (three extra atoms), and so on.
Accordingly, the last state, 8, refers to the addition of eight
extra atoms, formally N2+3H2. Structural isomers of the same
electronic state are highly relevant in this study; particularly
regarding unwanted formation of dead-end states; they are
denoted by small letters behind the number, e.g. 0a–d. The
lowest energy or most reasonable isomer of each electronic
state is displayed in the proposed reaction scheme for the
“main route” towards NH3 (see Figure 1 for structures and
Figure 2 for free enthalpies), for simplicity only by their
numbers, e.g. 0 instead of 0b, etc. In the main text, the isomers
which are part of the proposed main route are accordingly
labeled in a 0b(0) like fashion. In figures and tables, reduction
steps via adding hydride are colored blue, whereas protonation
steps are colored red.

Synthesis of 0 (the ligand system) can result in four different
structural isomers depending on the relative location of the
three Lewis acid (LA, ‘A’, � BF2) and base (LB, ‘B’, � PMe2) sites as
well as the relative orientation of the Si� H part, see Scheme 2,
Figure 1 and Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. Defining
a virtual plane through the three C atoms forming the Si� C
bonds, the following conformations are possible: BBA� SiH� AAB
(0a), BBA� HSi� AAB (0b(0)), BBB� SiH� AAA (0c), and
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BBB� HSi� AAA (0d). The less symmetric 0a and 0b(0) are
favored by ΔG=20–30 kJmol� 1 over the more symmetric 0c
and 0d, because both form one short Lewis pair -Me2P� BF2-
contact (d(P,B)=2.092 Å in 0a and 2.070 Å in 0b(0)) (Table S2).
For all four isomers of state 0, hydride abstraction using Ph3C

(+)

to form BBA� Si(+)� AAB (1a(1)) or BBB� Si(+)� AAA (1b) and Ph3CH
is strongly exergonic (ΔG= � 150 to � 190 kJmol� 1, Table S6) as
both cationic ligand systems exhibit three strong intra-molec-
ular secondary interactions (Figure S1). 1a(1) forms a P� Si bond
(d(P,Si)=2.280 Å) and two P� B bonds (d(P,B)=2.063 and 2.066 Å),
whereas 1b forms three P� Si bonds (d(P,Si)=2.533, 2.535,
2.535 Å). These short contacts make the structural isomers of 1
rather quenched dead-end states than “active” states, which is a
setback as hydride abstraction is a prerequisite for activating
the ligand system in order to fix gaseous N2. Additionally,
potential intra-molecular fluoride abstraction from a –BF2 side

Figure 1. Proposed main route for possible N2-uptake, subsequent proton-balanced reduction (transfer of hydrogen equivalents), and partial release of
ammonia (one molecule). 0: lowest energy neutral starting state. 1: Quenched “Active state” after hydride abstraction. 2: N2-activated state. 3: Adding hydride
at N(2). 4: Adding proton at N(2). 5: Adding hydride at N(2). 6: Adding proton at N(1). 7: Adding hydride at N(1). 8: Adding proton at N(1). The ΔG value for N2-
adduct formation (+33 kJmol� 1, step 1!2) is corrected for 1 atm!1 M standard state (+7.9 kJmol� 1) and basis-set superposition error (BSSE, +22.5 kJmol� 1),
see Figure 2 for the corresponding enthalpy diagram. The ΔG value of � 258 kJmol� 1 (step 6!7) is corrected for attractive H3N

···H2N interaction
(� 40.5 kJmol� 1) in 7. Color code enthalpies: hydride abstraction and subsequently adding N2 – black, hydride abstraction via purging with N2 – purple, adding
hydride – blue, adding proton – red.

Scheme 2. Schematic representation of possible structural variants of
BBA� Si(+)� AAB (1a(1)) or BBB� Si(+)� AAA (1b). The four potential binding
pockets for N2 (“active sites”) are highlighted by circles.
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group by the silyl cation to form Si� F and � (+)BF groups was
addressed for different variants of 1a(1) and 1b, which resulted
in higher energy structures for 1a(1) (!1c, 1d; Figure S2), or
the starting Si� F dead-end structures returned to 1b via
structural relaxation, excluding these detrimental side-paths.
Notably, 1a(1) and 1b together provide four different types of
binding pockets for N2 (Scheme 2): Counting the central Si
cation as Lewis acid (A), 1a(1) has an A2B2- and an A3B-pocket,
whereas 1b has an AB3- and an A4-pocket. Adding N2 to the
two isomers of state 1 thus answers two questions: a) are the
“active” states still capable to fix N2? b) if yes, which is the most
efficient A :B-ratio for N2-fixation? For 1b, both N2-adduct
optimizations failed as N2 disappears from the binding pockets
(not shown), excluding the Lewis acid rich A4-site and the Lewis
base rich AB3-site from N2-activation. For 1a(1), both optimiza-

tions succeeded (Figure S3), resulting in a strongly endergonic
N2-adduct formation process for the Lewis acid rich A3B-site
(ΔG= +239 kJmol� 1, 2b), but only a slightly endergonic
reaction for the A2B2-site (ΔG= +33 kJmol� 1, 2a(2)). Conse-
quently, a solution of the starting compound 0 has to be
purged with N2-gas via the hydride abstraction step in order to
circumvent formation of state 1 and go directly from state 0 to
state 2, and in addition, N2-fixation will only occur in the
binding pocket containing two Lewis acids (Si(+) and B) and two
Lewis bases (both P). Notably, the free enthalpy of this reaction
0b(0)!2a(2) is strongly exergonic (ΔG= � 147 kJmol� 1, purple
arrow in Figure 1).

Adding the first hydride to the N2-activated state 2a(2)
either at N(1) (3a) or N(2) (3b(3)) immediately results in the
release of one PMe2 group, i. e. one of the two P� N bonds is

Figure 2. Enthalpy diagram of proposed main route for possible N2-uptake, subsequent proton-balanced reduction (transfer of hydrogen equivalents), and
partial release of ammonia (one molecule). State 2 is corrected for 1 atm!1 M, as well as for BSSE (see Figure S9 for further details). State 7 is corrected for
attractive H3N···H2N interaction. Color code enthalpies: hydride abstraction and subsequently adding N2 – black, hydride abstraction via purging with N2 –
purple, adding hydride – blue, adding proton – red. Higher energy quenching states after initial hydride abstraction (e.g. by partial fluoride abstraction) are
represented as green rhombi. Undesired protonation of � PMe2 groups is represented as red rhombi. The blue rhombus represents adding hydride at N(1)
instead of N(2).
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broken (Figures 1 and S3), which wasn’t observed in the
recently published Si2

(2+)P2-variants.
[38] We suspect that this

circumstance likely makes later NH3-release also easier in the
here presented Si(+)BP2-variants. Accordingly, adding the second
hydride in a later step breaks the second P� N bond, vide infra.
However, it also opens the � PMe2 groups for later attack by
protons, which causes the formation of unwanted side-
products, potentially hampering further N2-reduction. Generally,
the formation of detrimental B� H side products via adding
hydride is much less likely than the formation of P� H side
products via protonation due to the energetic cost of rehybrid-
ization transforming a planar CringBF2- into a tetrahedral
CringBF2H-group. Formation of 3b(3) (ΔG= � 50.6 kJmol� 1) is
strongly favored over 3a (ΔG= � 4.3 kJmol� 1) or 3c (ΔG= +

1.9 kJmol� 1, unwanted B� H side product), thus 2a(2)!3b(3) is
considered as main route. We nevertheless calculated the
subsequent protonation at N(1), N(2), and at a neighboring P
atom starting from the optimized structures of 3a and 3b(3),
resulting in six isomers of the electronic state 4, now formally
comprising one molecule N2 and one molecule H2 (Figures 1
and S4). The largest free enthalpy gain was obtained in the
reaction 3b(3)!4d(4) (ΔG= � 67.2 kJmol� 1, H(� ) and H(+) at
N(2)), closely followed by unwanted protonation at the P atoms
(ΔG= � 59.0 kJmol� 1 (4f) and � 49.5 kJmol� 1 (4e)). With ΔG=

� 8 to � 23 kJmol� 1, states 4a–c are much less likely and thus
not considered further.

Starting from 4d(4), the second hydride was added to N(1)
(5a), N(2) (5b(5)), and a BF2-group (5c), the first two being
strongly favored (ΔG= � 94.6 and � 86.6 kJmol� 1) over the last
one (ΔG= � 17.4 kJmol� 1). As mentioned above, this causes
release of the second –PMe2-group (Figures 1 and S5). In
addition, it causes a change in the bond topology for 5b(5) as
the N(2)� BF2-bond is broken while a N(1)� BF2 bond is formed.
Although the N(1)-site is slightly preferred for second hydride
addition over the N(2)-site by means of ΔG, we focus on the
path 4d(4)!5b(5) because the following step (second proto-
nation) strongly prefers the route 5b(5)!6c(6) (ΔG=

� 43.3 kJmol� 1), i. e. adding the second hydride at N(2) and then
the second proton at N(1), over routes starting from 5a (ΔG=

� 7.9 (6a) and � 6.5 (6b) kJmol� 1, Figures 1 and S6). However, it
has to be noted, that again proton attack of free � PMe2 groups
is also favored by ΔG= � 44.3 (6d) and � 45.5 (6e) kJmol� 1, so
even if they won’t fully hamper further N2-reduction, they likely
will reduce the yields. Electronic state 6 formally comprises one
molecule N2 and two molecules H2.

Starting from 6c(6), carrying one H-atom at N(1) and three
H-atoms at N(2), the third hydride was added to N(1) (7a(7)) or
a free BF2-group (7b), the latter again being energetically
irrelevant (ΔG= � 13.8 kJmol� 1). To our own surprise, adding
the third hydride to N(1) caused the release of one NH3-
molecule in the optimization process and is strongly favored
(ΔG= � 258.3 kJmol� 1). 7c represents the corresponding struc-
turally optimized model lacking the released NH3-molecule
(Figure S7). At this point, the reaction scheme couldn’t be
extended to the release of the second NH3-molecule, finally
closing the cycle, because the NH2-fragment is strongly bound
as bridging secondary amine in a Si(+)� NH2� B-fashion. Forma-

tion of hypothetical structure 8a(8) carrying a Si� NH3 group is
already strongly endergonic (ΔG= +78.7 kJmol� 1), so 7c might
be considered as poisoned dead-end state. The same is
potentially true for 8a(8), even if it could be accessed, since it
exhibits a strong Si� NH3 bond. It should be noted, however,
that the reaction 8a(8)+N2!2a(2)+NH3 is formally exergonic
(ΔG= � 53.4 kJmol� 1).

Figures 1 and 2 display the structures and enthalpies of the
reaction scheme, which we propose to be the most likely path
from gaseous N2 to one molecule NH3 and the poisoned end-
state (“main route”). Purging the lowest energy isomer of the
neutral starting state 0b(0) with N2 via hydride abstraction
ideally results in formation of 2a(2), releasing thereby
147 kJmol� 1, and preventing formation of the quenched state
1a(1). Transfer of two hydrogen equivalents by stepwise adding
hydride and subsequent protonation results in formation of
6c(6), exhibiting a R3Si(+)� NH(NH3) � BF2R bonding environment,
in which both � PMe2 groups are already detached from the N2-
fragment. The yield of 6c(6) depends on the relative amounts
of unwanted protonation the released � PMe2 groups (red
rhombi in Figure 2), whereas unwanted H� BF2 formation in the
steps of adding hydride can probably be neglected. Adding the
third hydride finally leads to the release of one molecule NH3

and the remaining N atom within a R3Si(+)� NH2� BF2R bonding
environment, which most likely is a dead-end state. Figure S8
shows the reaction scheme using the optimized structural
geometries instead of line-drawings as shown in Figure 1.

Formation of transferable “H(� )” and “H(+)“ by heterolytic
cleavage of H2 according to the reaction scheme: 1=2B2H6+

Tf(� )+H2!BH4
(� )+TfH requires: ΔG=151.8 kJmol� 1, summing

up to 455 kJmol� 1 for three hydrogen equivalents. Notably, the
three pairs of reduction/protonation (transfer of one hydrogen
equivalent) are considerably exergonic (� 118, � 130,
� 179 kJmol� 1), resulting in an overall energy gain form state
2a(2) to 8a(8) of � 427 kJmol� 1, almost fully compensating the
initial energy requirements of splitting H2.

In order to understand, to what extend the dative Me2P� BF2
and rather ionic BF2···BF2 contacts at the opposite site of the
molecule (orange arrows in Figures S1-7) are of relevance for
N2-activation, the electronic states 0, 1, and 2 were calculated
for a smaller model compound containing only two � PMe2
groups and one � BF2 group (Figure S10), also building an A2B2-
pocket. The critical step (0!2) is still exergonic (ΔG=

� 85 kJmol� 1; including an approximative ΔG expense of
+30 kJmol� 1 for the 1 atm!1 M and BSSE corrections, the
latter being calculated for the larger parent SiBP2-system) but
considerably less pronounced than for the parent system with
three LA and LB sites (ΔG= � 147 kJmol� 1). Moreover, the
smaller model compound offers the possibility of rotational
isomerism, including potential structures which do not form a
proper binding pocket for N2 anymore, highlighting the
relevance of intra-molecular interactions outside the binding
pocket for structural stability and N2-adduct formation support.
In order to understand, if the central Si(+) group could be
replaced with a B atom, corresponding calculations were
performed for the neutral B-centered ligand system, which of
course lacks the initial “activation step” by hydride abstraction,
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and the N2-adduct (Figure S11). The neutral ligand system
exhibits three short P� B bonds (2.015, 2.032, 2.063 Å), also
involving the central B atom, blocking the binding pocket and
making N2-adduct formation considerably endergonic (ΔG=

65 kJmol� 1; again including +30 kJmol� 1 as 1 atm!1 M and
BSSE correction estimate), excluding the use of boron at the
central position in this molecular system.

As in the recently published study on the related peri-
substituted bond activator molecule[38] the potential energy
scan (PES) on the N2-adduct (2a), applying restrained optimiza-
tions for a series of structures with fixed N� N distances, shows a
smooth decrease of the molecular energy from d(N,N)=1.10 Å to
the minimum geometry at about 1.43 Å, and thus no indication
for a transition state, suggesting that, once N2 has entered the
binding pocket/active site no further activation is needed
(Figure S12).

Geometric and Electronic Structure of the
N2-Adduct

The studied pincer-related compound exhibits a PSi(+)� N� N� BP
configuration in the N2-adduct (2a(2)), which stretches the N�N
triple bond energy efficiently from 1.09 to 1.43 Å, surprisingly
being even 0.01 Å longer than in the corresponding state of the
recently published peri-substituted bond activator complex
which exhibits a highly charged PSi(+)� N� N� Si(+)P environment
and serves as reference here.[38] The peri-substituted bond
activator complex was optimized at two different levels of
theory in the previous study, employing the larger 6–311+

G(2df,p) and the smaller 6–31+G* basis-set, the latter one
being also used here. Table 1 collects relevant bond distances
and angles, as well as torsion angles of the N2-containing
binding pocket for all three models. It confirms that the
difference in the N� N stretching between peri-substituted and
pincer-related bond activator molecule is not due to the applied
basis-set. Notably, the Si� N and one P� N bond in 2a(2) are 0.05
and 0.02 Å shorter compared to the corresponding bonds in
the reference (one P� N bond is similar), and of course is the
B� N bond in 2a(2) considerably shorter than a Si� N bond in
the peri-substituted complex, suggesting overall slightly stron-
ger bonding of the N atoms in 2a(2) than in the reference,
despite being located in a less high charged environment. Both
compound types, peri-substituted and pincer-related bond
activator complex, show similar deviations from the ideal
tetrahedral Si� N� N or P� N� N angles (dev(109.5°)) and from the
ideal tetrahedral Si/P� N� N� Si/P torsion angles (dev(90°)), so the
surprisingly large N� N bond activation in 2a(2) could rather be
explained by the presumably smaller size of the binding pocket
in the pincer-related compound, facilitating more efficient
orbital overlap between the ligand system and N2, than by the
superior kind or better relative positions of LA and LB atoms,
but this remains speculative at this point.

Table 1 also comprises a set of topological and integrated
RSBIs for the N� N, P� N, Si� N, and B� N bonds of the N2-
activated states in the peri-substituted and pincer-related bond

activator complexes, derived from the electron and electron-
pair densities. The electron density (ED, ρ(r)bcp) at the bond
critical point (bcp) as well as the respective curvature (Laplacian,
r2ρ(r)bcp) and kinetic or total energy density over ED ratios (G/
ρ(r)bcp, H/ρ(r)bcp) characterize the bonds to be weak or strong
and covalent, polarized, or ionic. On a first glance, the bonding
situation is quite similar for both N2-adducts. The homo-polar
N� N bonds exhibit high ρ(r)bcp values (above 2 eÅ� 3), negative
r2ρ(r)bcp values (below � 8 eÅ� 5), and jH/ρ(r)bcp j > jG/ρ(r)bcp j ,
qualifying them as strong and covalent. Bond ellipticities (ɛ)
close to zero suggest a cylindrical shape of the ED distribution
along the N� N axis, thus no bending. The relative position of
the bcp along the N� N axis (d1/d) close to 0.5 and the Raub-
Jansen-Index (RJI)[57] of 50–55% confirms that the bond is still
homo-polar within the adducts. The RJI quantifies the relative
electron populations of one ELI� D basin (e.g. N� N bonding
basin) within the two (or more) AIM-atoms it is overlapping
with, thereby indicating bond polarization. Notably, the N
atoms accumulate tremendous amounts of charge (QAIM(E)=
� 1.3 to � 1.5 e) in the process of adduct formation. The
considerably stretched N� N bond, however, causes the corre-
sponding ELI� D basin to be very small (VELI=0.8 Å� 3) and to
contain only low electron populations of about 1.1 e (NELI). The
high AIM atomic charge of the N atoms thus stems from the
ELI� D basins of the P� N and Si/B� N basins, as well as from
newly formed lone-pair-basins, see Figure S13 for details. The
longer P� N, B� N, and Si� N bonds are characterized by lower
ρ(r)bcp values (below 1.3 eÅ� 3), positive r2ρ(r)bcp values (3–
14 eÅ� 5), and jG/ρ(r)bcp j > jH/ρ(r)bcp j , qualifying them as weak-
er and strongly polarized with increasingly dominant ionic
bond contributions. Bond ellipticities of 0.1–0.2 suggest elec-
tron “smearing”, thus slight bending. The bcp is closer to the
less electronegative P, B, and Si atoms (d1/d=0.3–0.4), and the
RJI determine those bonds to be polarized-covalent (P� N; RJI=
82-83%) or dative (B/Si� N; RJI=93–95%). Notably, the ELI� D
basins of the P� N bonds, which stem from the formerly lone-
pair basins of the P atoms, are smaller (VELI), contain less
electron populations (NELI), and have a lower localizability at the
attractor position of the basin (γELI) than the corresponding
basins of the B/Si� N bonds, which stem from the formerly lone-
pair basins of the N atoms in gaseous N2. This indicates that,
despite the tremendous changes in the electronic structure of
the N� N bond via adduct formation, the initial character of P/N
lone-pair basins is much less affected.

The topological bond paths motif of 2a is displayed in
Figure 3a. It indicates that weak intra-molecular secondary
interactions, such as H·� ·H contacts, play a minor role in
stabilizing the binding pocket, whereas much stronger P� B and
F·� ·B interactions are visible at the other side of the molecule.
This is supported by the NCI, which shows extended areas of
non-covalent contact patches (Figure 3b). AIM topology and
NCI patches will of course be altered by replacing the � PMe2
groups, which are not accessible synthetically, by the larger
� PPh2 groups. At an ELI� D value of 1.3 (Figure 3c) the small
and weak N� N bonding basin is topologically almost separated
from the adjacent P/B/Si� N bonding and N lone-pair basins,
whereas the latter types are still fused, suggesting that
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electronically (and thus energetically), splitting the N� N bond
becomes feasible. The absolute size of the N� N bonding basin
is displayed in Figure 3d. The ELI� D distribution on the basin
surface has (purple) maxima pointing along the other basin
directions.

Conclusions

According to our results (see also reference 38) for light-atom
small-molecule design in the field of N2 to NH3 conversion with
a single molecule, the following eight points are crucial:
a) All four binding partners for N2 should be arranged in an as-

close-as-possible tetrahedral-like fashion to provide a polar-
ized binding pocket.

b) Only an A2B2-pocket with two Lewis acids (A) and two Lewis
bases (B) is capable of energy efficient N2-fixation. It can’t be
replaced by A4-, A3B-, AB3-, or B4-pockets.

Table 1. Geometric and electronic bond descriptors for two N2-adducts.
[a]

model basis-set N(1)� N(2) Si(1)� N(1) Si(2)/B(2)� N(2) P(1)� N(1) P(2)� N(2)

Si2P2 high 1.418 1.821 1.790 1.686 1.662
Si2P2 low 1.416 1.832 1.799 1.701 1.674
2a(2) low 1.428 1.773 1.587 1.664 1.667

model basis-set dev(109.5°)
(angles)

Si(1)� N(1)� N(2) Si(2)� N(2)� N(1) P(1)� N(1)� N(2) P(2)� N(2)� N(1)

Si2P2 high � 5.6 106.68 124.27 113.36 115.96
Si2P2 low � 5.6 106.77 124.20 113.11 116.26
2a(2) low � 4.4 113.54 116.00 122.96 102.99

model basis-set dev(90°)
(torsion)

Si(1)� N(1)� N(2)� P(2) Si(1)� N(1)� N(2)� Si(2) P(1)� N(1)� N(2)� P(2) P(1)� N(1)� N(2)� Si(2)

Si2P2 high 13.4 � 100.61 106.22 71.32 � 81.84
Si2P2 low 14.0 � 101.24 106.68 70.95 � 81.13
2a(2) low 18.8 � 84.58 57.77 125.93 � 91.71

Si2P2 d
[Å]

ρ(r)bcp
[eÅ� 3]

r2ρ(r)bcp
[eÅ� 5]

ɛ d1/d QAIM(E)

N(1)� N(2) 1.418 2.04 � 8.7 0.01 0.50 � 1.49/� 1.43
P(1)� N(1) 1.686 1.24 3.9 0.19 0.39 2.70
P(2)� N(2) 1.662 1.29 5.8 0.19 0.39 2.77
Si(1)� N(1) 1.821 0.74 8.5 0.12 0.39 2.90
Si(2)� N(2) 1.790 0.78 9.6 0.13 0.40 2.89

2a(2) d
[Å]

ρ(r)bcp
[eÅ� 3]

r2ρ(r)bcp
[eÅ� 5]

ɛ d1/d QAIM(E)

N(1)� N(2) 1.428 2.02 � 10.9 0.03 0.51 � 1.50/� 1.36
P(1)� N(1) 1.664 1.20 12.9 0.14 0.38 3.29
P(2)� N(2) 1.667 1.23 12.3 0.19 0.38 3.06
Si(1)� N(1) 1.773 0.77 14.1 0.10 0.39 2.93
B(2)� N(2) 1.587 0.93 6.9 0.10 0.32 2.31

Si2P2 G/ρ(r)bcp
[a.u.]

H/ρ(r)bcp
[a.u.]

NELI

[e]
VELI

[Å3]
γELI RJI

[%]

N(1)� N(2) 0.51 � 0.81 1.15 0.8 1.56 50.6
P(1)� N(1) 1.21 � 0.99 1.79 2.6 1.67 82.5
P(2)� N(2) 1.31 � 0.99 1.84 2.9 1.66 81.7
Si(1)� N(1) 1.32 � 0.52 2.46 4.8 1.75 93.9
Si(2)� N(2) 1.39 � 0.52 2.85 5.6 1.73 94.5

2a(2) G/ρ(r)bcp
[a.u.]

H/ρ(r)bcp
[a.u.]

NELI

[e]
VELI

[Å3]
γELI RJI

[%]

N(1)� N(2) 0.51 � 0.89 1.14 0.8 1.56 54.6
P(1)� N(1) 1.55 � 0.80 1.94 3.2 1.67 83.4
P(2)� N(2) 1.52 � 0.82 1.93 3.1 1.67 82.3
Si(1)� N(1) 1.63 � 0.35 2.53 4.6 1.74 93.8
B(2)� N(2) 1.30 � 0.77 2.37 4.0 1.84 93.4

[a] Bond distances in Å, angles and torsion angles in °, high: 6–311+G(2df,p), low: 6–31+G*, ρ(r)bcp: ED at the bcp, !2ρ(r)bcp: Laplacian, ɛ: bond ellipticity
d1: distance atom(1)-bcp, Q(E): AIM charge of element E (E=N, P, Si/B), G/ρ(r)bcp, H/ρ(r)bcp: kinetic and total energy density over ρ(r)bcp ratios, NELI, VELI: electron
populations and volumes the ELI� D basin, γELI: ELI� D value at the attractor position, RJI: Raub-Jansen Index. Values for the Si2P2-systems stem from ref. [38].
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c) Symmetric ABN� NBA coordination is superior over A2N� NB2

coordination.
d) The ligand system needs a certain degree of flexibility to

accommodate for the electronic and structural changes in
the N2-binding area. However, for entropic reasons, the
flexibility needs to be limited.

e) If Si(+) centers are employed for N2-fixation, quenching of
the activator molecule after initial hydride abstraction has to
be prevented by purging the solution with gaseous N2.

f) Silicon cations can only be replaced by the less electrophilic
boron if N2-fixation is supported by additional intra-
molecular secondary interactions, such as P� B or F···B dative
bonds, outside the binding pocket, without initially quench-
ing the starting state.

g) Phosphor can’t be replaced by nitrogen or arsenic, as the
specific “softness” of phosphor in donating and accepting
electrons is crucial for N2-fixation and activation.

h) Detrimental protonation of “free” � PMe2 groups has to be
considered as these side-reactions might hamper further N2-
reduction. Undesired addition of hydride to “free” � BF2
groups should be much less critical. However, potential
fluoride abstraction from � BF2 groups has to be considered
if Si(+) centers are employed.
Taking these considerations into account, it should be

possible to design a light atom molecular system which can
facilitate full N2 to NH3 conversion and is accessible by synthetic
chemistry.

Figure 3. RSBI analysis of 2a(2). a) AIM bond paths motif, b) NCI iso-surface at s(r)=0.5, c) ELI� D localization domain representation at iso-value of 1.3, d)
ELI� D distribution mapped on the N� N ELI� D bonding basin. Color code atoms: hydrogen – light gray, carbon – medium gray, phosphor – orange or red,
silicon – light blue or gray, fluorine – green or brown, boron – light blue or brownish.
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